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ABSTRACT: We introduce and characterize multiplexed native Western blotting
in an automated and uniﬁed microﬂuidic format. While slab gel Western blotting is
slow and laborious, conventional multiplexed blotting (“reblotting”: probing one
sample with multiple antibodies) requires even more resources. Here we detail
three key advances that enable an automated and rapid microﬂuidic alternative to
slab gel reblotting. First, we introduce both assay and microdevice designs that
integrate protein blotting against multiple antibody blotting regions with native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. This microﬂuidic integration strategy overcomes nonspeciﬁc material losses inherent to harsh antibody stripping steps
typically needed for conventional reblotting; said conditions can severely limit
analyte quantitation. Second, to inform rational design of the multiplexed microﬂuidic device we develop an analytical model for
analyte capture on the blotting regions. Comparison to empirical observations is reported, with capture eﬃciencies of >85%. Third,
we introduce label free detection that makes simultaneous and quantitative multiplexed measurements possible without the need for
prelabeling of sample. Assay linear dynamic range spans 8800 nM with assay completion in 5 min. Owing to the speed,
automation, enhanced quantitation capability, and the diﬃculty of conventional slab gel Western reblotting, microﬂuidic
multiplexed native Western blotting should ﬁnd use in systems biology, in particular in analyses of protein isoforms and multimeric
protein complexes.

W

estern blotting is one of the most powerful and ubiquitous
techniques for protein analysis. The multistage method
integrates electrophoretic separations with subsequent immunoaﬃnity identiﬁcation of targets, even for complex sample
backgrounds.1,2 However, preparation of a slab-gel immunoblot
is laborious and time-consuming (∼20 h) which can lead to
workﬂow bottlenecks and high costs.3 Further, the technique
suﬀers from limited reproducibility and qualitative to semiquantitative performance.4,5 Assays that require multistage workﬂows,
such as Western blotting, have the potential to beneﬁt tremendously from integration and automation.
Microsystems design enables unmatched capacity for lossless
integration of functions, as well as ultralow sample volume
consumption and eﬃcient assay performance.6,7 Recent promising assay design approaches have sought to integrate the functional advantages of microscale analysis with conventional
macroscale components. For example, Ciaccio et al. report a
technique for high throughput microwestern arrays in which
microtiter-based liquid handling methods are used to print
nanoliter arrays of cell lysate to a slab gel for semidry electrophoresis and blotting membrane transfer.8 Anderson and coworkers demonstrate Western blotting within 1 h, using capillary
electrophoresis with subsequent deposition of discrete protein
zones to a poly(vinylidene diﬂuoride) (PVDF) blotting membrane on a translational stage.9 Similarly, Pan et al. have demonstrated Western blotting by performing microﬂuidic sodium
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
within a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) gasket which can then
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be mated to a PVDF membrane for traditional immunoblotting
and enzymatic detection.10
In a purely microﬂuidic format, Native Western blotting was
recently reported by our laboratory in a single microﬂuidic chip
controlled by programmable voltage control.11 The reported
microﬂuidic design strategy sought to integrate advantages of fast,
high-performance on-chip electrophoresis,1214 low-dispersion onchip electrotransfer, and high capacity in-gel single analyte immunoassays to form a continuous workﬂow. While the assay reported
charge-to-mass and immunoaﬃnity information quickly (<5 min),
the approach was limited to measurement of a single analyte. Thus,
commonly arising questions requiring multiplexed blotting (i.e., the
study of relative protein expression levels or of subtypes and
isoforms exhibiting diﬀerent epitopes) from a single sample were
not addressable with the reported assay. Conventional Western
blotting of a single sample with subsequent blotting by multiple
antibodies is known as reblotting.15,16 Reblotting is frequently
performed with nucleic acid assays (Southern and Northern
blots)17,18 but diﬀerences in antigen/antibody binding aﬃnities
and membrane adhesion make reblotting diﬃcult for proteins (e.g.,
Western blots). One common approach to protein reblotting
combines blotting with subsequent “stripping” steps which can
require heat, extreme pH, and chaotropic agents to remove
previously bound antibodies from the blotting membrane.19 These
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harsh stripping steps often remove signiﬁcant amounts of target
protein and damage the blotting membranes, rendering quantitative comparisons of protein expression impossible.20,21 This stripping limits the number of reblotting cycles as well as the
multiplexed capability of the assay. Recycled membranes are not
considered reliable for determination of protein absence and can
only be used to conﬁrm the presence of a protein.22,23 Reprobing
results in a considerable increase in assay time, as each step must be
repeated—from washing and blocking to blotting, incubation, and
detection. Alternative approaches to multitarget blotting are
emerging,24,25 yet challenges to interpretation arise if immunological reagents exhibit cross-reactivity or if multiple targets have
similar electrophoretic mobility (e.g., protein isoforms).26,27 Multiplexed immunoassays have been successfully demonstrated onchip.2830 These multiplexed immunoassays (especially multispectral heterogeneous microﬂuidic immunoassays) yield high performance with fast read-outs and large multiplexing capabilities.
The present work seeks to surmount limitations of reblotting
assays by harnessing the power of on-chip electrophoresis and
the multiplexing capability of on-chip heterogeneous immunoassays to demonstrate the multiple steps comprising native Western reblotting—an assay advance important to systems biology
and protein isoform analysis. To guide design of the multiplexed
device and inform assay operation parameters, an analytical
model for protein blotting during electrotransfer is developed
and compared to empirical observations (e.g., analyte capture
eﬃciency during electrotransfer). Finally, a label free technique is
introduced with the integrated multistage format which eliminates sample prelabeling and allows quantitation of multiple
protein targets simultaneously. In contrast to conventional
reblotting, microﬂuidic reblotting obviates antibody stripping,
detects target analytes in a single step, provides quantitative
measurement, and completes in minutes.

’ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
On-Chip Multianalyte Immunoblotting. The multiplexed
immunoblotting assay is housed in a single 1 mm  1.5 mm
microchamber and microfluidic channel network (Figure 1a).31
To fabricate the multiplexed blotting device, the microchamber is
patterned with PA gel with specific regions for PAGE (loading
and separation gels) and discrete antibody-patterned PA gel
blotting “strips” that parallel the PAGE separation axis. To load
the proteins into the central chamber, a ∼2 μL sample volume is
first pipetted into the sample reservoir (Figure 1a, reservoir 2).
An electric potential maintained across reservoirs 2 and 4 results
in protein loading across a standard injection t-junction. As
depicted in Figure 1b, proteins are then electrophoretically
injected and separated in a native PAGE region of the chamber.
The separation region is comprised of a stacking interface (largeto-small pore size discontinuity, 3%T-to-6%T, w/v) and separation gel (6%T). As electrophoresis proceeds, proteins are
resolved owing to differences in charge-to-mass ratio
(Figure 1b, step 1). Control of voltages at electrodes 1 and 5
helps minimize sample dispersion and preserve high resolution
analyte separation (see voltage program, Supporting Information
Table S-1).3234 At separation completion, the separation electric field is removed and a lateral field is applied across the
chamber, thus directing separated protein peaks to the antibody
functionalized blotting regions (Figure1b, step 2). Each blotting
region houses biotinylated capture antibody (specific to a protein
target) linked to PA gel through a streptavidin-conjugated
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Figure 1. Multiplexed native Western reblotting integrated in a microﬂuidic device. (a) Microchannel and microchamber network design with
ﬂuid reservoirs numbered 18. A brightﬁeld image of a chamber shows
photopatterned gel regions: large pore-size loading gel, PAGE separation
region, Ab1 and Ab2 discrete blotting regions. (b) Schematic of multianalyte blotting protocol. Step 1: PAGE separation resolves proteins along
the separation axis, and current ﬂow is indicated by “i”. Step 2: lateral
electrophoresis transfers resolved proteins to and through the blotting
regions. Step 3: proteins bound to immobilized antibodies in each blotting
region are retained, while all other species migrate out of the chamber.

acrylamide. Use of this adaptable linkage chemistry allows the
blotting region to be customized with biotinylated antibodies
prior to assay initiation.35,36 As an example in Figure 1, two
distinct blotting regions patterned with different antibodies
(Ab1, Ab2) are shown.
As mentioned, the microchannel arrays bordering the central
chamber maintain electric ﬁeld uniformity along the separation and
electrotransfer axes during PAGE separation and transfer, respectively.3739 The key performance metric for the transfer step is
conservation of separation resolution (SR) from the separation axis
to the blotting regions. A 1:1 spatial mapping of protein position on
the separation axis to position on the blotting region is required to
preserve critical charge-to-mass information. Thus, peak dispersion
during electrotransfer must be minimized. In Figure 1b, step 3,
proteins with an aﬃnity for an immobilized antibody become
immobilized as an immune-complex in the relevant blotting region.
This in-gel binding process is somewhat analogous to that of 2D
crossed electrophoresis, yet can be performed on a time scale of
minutes (rather than hours).40,41 Protein species with low-to-no
aﬃnity for the immobilized antibody migrate through and out of
the blotting region without being retained. Detail on an analytical
model and empirical results are described in the Results and
Discussion section.
Reagents and Samples. Tris-glycine (25 mM Tris, 192 mM
Glycine at pH 8.3) diluted to 1 was used as the sample and run
buffer (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). PA gels were prepared from a 30% acrylamide (29:1 acrylamide/bisacrylamide
ratio) stock solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Antibody
functionalized blotting gels were prepared from a precursor solution which also contained streptavidin acrylamide (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA). All gel precursor solutions contained 0.2% (w/v)
2,20 -azobis-[2-methyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl) propionamide] (VA086) from Wako Chemicals (Richmond, VA) as a photoinitiator.
A ﬂuorescently labeled protein ladder consisting of C-reactive
protein (CRP) at 770 nM (EMD Chemicals Inc., Darmstadt,
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Germany), protein G (PG) at 550 nM and trypsin inhibitor (TI)
at 133 nM from Invitrogen was utilized for device and assay
characterization. CRP was labeled in-house with AlexaFluor 488
(Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions while PG
and TI were purchased, already labeled by the vendor. Biotinylated anti-protein G (R-PG) antibodies were obtained from
Abcam (Cambridge, MA) and biotinylated anti-CRP (R-CRP)
was purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). Alternatively, antibodies can be conjugated using commercially
available biotinylation kits (Thermo Scientiﬁc, Rockford, IL).
Multianalyte Blotting Chip Fabrication. Glass microfluidic
chips were designed in-house with initial wet etching of glass
conducted by the foundry at Caliper Life Sciences (Hopkinton,
MA). The fluid access vias were drilled (Crystalite, Lewis Center,
OH/Cameron Microdrill Presses, Sonora, CA) and chips were
thermally bonded (Vulcan 3-550, Neytech, York, PA) in-house.42
Prior to the introduction of gel precursor solutions, the glass chips
were first incubated for 30 min with a 2:2:3:3 mixture of silane
(3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate, Sigma-Aldrich), acetic
acid, methanol, and water. This surface silanization step was critical
to eliminating shifting of gel boundaries sometimes observed with
extended application of an electric field (i.e., > 20 min) when
silanization was not performed. After glass chip fabrication, three
types of gels were fabricated in the 2D chamber: large pore-size
loading gel (3%T, 3.3%C), smaller pore-size separation gel (6%T,
3.3%C), and antibody functionalized gel (4%T, 3.3%C containing
3.8 μM streptavidin-acrylamide) gels. Biotinylated antibodies were
included at 1.6 μM in the blotting gel precursor solution and
incubated for 1 h at room temperature (25 °C) prior to PA gel
photopolymeriation.
Integration of discrete gel zones within a single device is
enabled by the multistep photolithographic process detailed here
in the Supporting Information (Figure S-1), which builds on a
technique introduced in recent reports.11,43 UV light is used to
polymerize gel precursor solutions that are sequentially introduced into the central chamber. Importantly, this work expands
single-analyte assay capabilities to multiplexed capabilities by
taking advantage of high spatial resolution (∼20 μm) photolithography techniques to enable more complex gel structures in
the chamber. The multistep fabrication process yields a device
with discrete loading and separation gel zones, as well as n
blotting gel regions fabricated using n þ 2 UV exposure steps
(where n corresponds to the desired number of protein targets).
Total fabrication time runs from 2 to 4 h depending on the
experience of the operator and device complexity. Completed
chips were stored for several weeks at 4 °C and fully submerged
in an aqueous buﬀer solution. Although the blotting regions are
designed for single use, the interior gels can be dissolved by
immersing chips overnight in a perchloric acid (66%):hydrogen
peroxide (33%) bath. Extreme care must be taken with this
etching solution, as it is strongly caustic and can result in
dangerous gas generation if containers are tightly capped (read
relevant material safety data sheets (MSDSs)).
Fluidic Access and Voltage Control. To conduct the blotting
assay, a photopatterned chip was seated on an epi-fluorescence
microscope stage and ∼2 μL of sample was aliquoted directly
into the sample loading reservoir. All other reservoirs were
loaded with Tris-glycine buffer, and a platinum electrode was
inserted into each. Continuous control and monitoring of voltage and current levels at each electrode was accomplished
using a custom built, eight channel high voltage power supply
with current/voltage feedback control (Supporting Information
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Table S-1). Electrical field strengths within the device were
estimated by dividing the difference in applied electrical potential
by the distance between electrodes.
Data Collection and Analysis. Image collection was performed
with a charge coupled device (CCD) camera (CoolSNAP HQ2,
Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ) and a 10 objective (UPlanFL,
N.A. = 0.3, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) using an inverted epifluorescence microscope (IX-70, Olympus). Camera exposure time
was 300 ms, and 2  2 pixel binning was employed, resulting in a full
field image representing a ∼1 mm  1.34 mm field of view. Use of
full field imaging allows all analytes to be simultaneously observed
during protein separation and detected on antibody functionalized
blotting regions after lateral transfer. Light from a mercury arc lamp
was filtered through XF100-3 or XF111-2 filter sets (Omega Optical,
Brattleboro, VT) for illumination of AlexaFluor 488 and 568 labeled
proteins, respectively. Two color image composites were compiled
from individual red and green wavelength image sequences taken
during two independent, successive experimental realizations on the
same device. Identical conditions and timing were maintained, and
images from each color channel were synchronized to an electrical
signal observed at the trigger of each experiment, then merged into a
single sequence in postprocessing via ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD).
Image analysis was performed using ImageJ and regions of
interest (ROI) corresponding to the separation and blotting
regions were selected and consistently applied. Line sections
across the ROI were averaged to calculate the spatial distribution
of the ﬂuorescence signal. SR between protein bands is one of the
most critical metrics of system performance, deﬁned as SR =
ΔL/4σ, where ΔL is the distance between adjacent band centers
and σ represents the average characteristic bandwidth (assuming
Gaussian distribution).44 Two analyte bands are resolved when
SR > 1. σ was calculated by applying a Gaussian peak ﬁtting
algorithm using OriginPro (OriginLab, Northampton MA).
Simulation of Analyte Capture in Blotting Regions. Simulations were written and performed using Matlab (MathWorks,
Natick MA).

’ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
On-Chip Multiplexed Native Western Blot. To assess onchip multiplexed reblotting performance and establish a robust
assay protocol, the fluorescently labeled three analyte ladder was
assayed. The ladder consisted of two target proteins (CRP, PG)
and a high electrophoretic mobility negative control (TI). Results
from the protein blotting assay are shown in Figure 2 with performance characterization of the three major steps (native PAGE
separation, transfer, and multianalyte blotting) detailed in this
section.
Native PAGE. To assess the injection dispersion minimization
effect of the stacking gel, the standard deviation of the injected
sample band was compared immediately before (σinj) and after
passing through the stacking interface (σstack) within the microchamber. For the architecture used here, the presence of the
stacking interface reduced injection dispersion by 75%, from
σinj = 117 μm to σstack = 29 μm. Concomitantly, a 41% ( 19%
(n = 6) increase in the maximum of the fluorescence signal was
observed when a band crossed the stacking interface. Upon passing
through the stacking interface (separation time of t = 17 s), the
injected plug was resolved into PG (σPG = 122 μm), TI
(σΤΙ = 96 μm), and CRP (σCRP = 68 μm). At t = 17 s, all three
species were baseline resolved, with an SR of 1.10 between
TI/PG and 1.78 between PG/CRP. The separation (from stacking
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gel to TI peak center) occupied 630 μm of the 1290 μm separation axis.
Electrophoretic Transfer to Blotting Regions. At t = 28 s,
electrophoretic sample transfer from the native PAGE separation
axis to the blotting regions was initiated. The separation electric
field was switched off and an electric field was applied perpendicular
to the separation axis to drive species across the separation chamber
and to the blotting regions. Careful regulation of current flow at
control reservoirs 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (Figure 1a) was employed to
minimize fringing fields in the chamber, both during transfer
(Figure 2b) and during the prior separation (see voltage control
program for details, Supporting Information Table S-1).32,34
Full band transfer to the blotting regions was complete within
25 s for the PG peak (high mobility positive control) and within
210 s for the lower mobility CRP peak. The high mobility
negative control migrated through both blotting regions and
out of the 2D chamber within 50 s. The lateral electrotransfer was
completed when the slowest species traversed the lateral span
between the separation axis and last blotting region. Changes in
protein bandwidth, peak positions, and SR before and after
sample transfer and blotting are displayed in Table 1; note that
control of band dispersion along the separation axis is critical for
high resolution blotting. The average bandwidth decreases by an
average of 16% (along the lateral dimension) after blotting, as
compared to the width of the band during PAGE.
To assess nonspeciﬁc exclusion (e.g., physical size exclusion)
or retention at the blotting gel interfaces (i.e., separation-to-

blotting region, blotting region 1-to-2) and within each blotting
region, negative control proteins not speciﬁc to the antibody
functionalized gel were monitored. Supporting Information
Figure S-2 further describes the transport of large negative
control proteins (ranging from 66 to 150 kDa) which are able
to pass through the blotting region. In the dual analyte assays,
negligible change in electrophoretic mobility of the negative
control protein (TI) was observed (μTI along separation axis:
4.93  105 cm2/(V s), μTI in R-CRP region: 4.93 
105 cm2/(V s); μTI in R-PG region: 4.95  105 cm2/
(V s)). Negligible stacking and negligible destacking were
observed at any gel interface in the lateral transfer direction
(separation to blotting gel or between the two blotting regions)
due to the closely matched pore-sizes both within the regions and
at each lateral transfer interface.
Blotting and Fluorescence Readout. The dual analyte native
blot yields a linear dose response from 8 to 800 nM (y = 0.042x
 0.187; R2 = 0.988, measurements at 8, 50, 200, 400 and 800 nM),
as measured via fluorescence imaging for the protein G sample.
Plotting fluorescence intensity across the length of the protein band
results in an area under the curve correlated to the total mass of
protein capture. Comparisons of preblot and postblot PG and CRP
band measurements demonstrate that between 85 and 95% of each
protein band is captured on the matching antibody functionalized
blotting regions. A lower limit of detection of 2.5 nM was
established based upon a SNR of ∼3 for the current standard
epi-fluorescence based full field imaging system. The full field
imaging capability was selected for use here, as it allows for
simultaneous quantitative measurement of multiple analytes, so
that sample band handling dispersion along both axes of the 2D
chamber could be quantified at each time point. Subnanomolar
levels of sensitivity are possible with more sensitive detection
approaches, such as a scanning laser/photomultiplier tube system
(and are currently under development for a high sensitivity version
of the present assay).45,46
Establishing Conditions for Analyte Blotting. To establish
optimal operating conditions for blotting, modeling of the
immunoblotting process was performed. Assuming the interaction between migrating protein and immobilized antibody is
sufficiently represented by a first order Langmuir binding
model,47 the concentration distributions of bound (Cbound)
and free target protein (C) can be expressed as a binding reaction
and a differential equation:

Figure 2. Discrete blotting regions enable (1) separation, (2) transfer,
and (3) multiplexed blotting of unique targets from a single sample.
Negative control (TI) shows no interaction with the blotting regions or
interfaces. E = 95 V/cm during injection/separation, and E = 50 V/cm
during transfer of separated proteins to the blotting regions (image
collection via ﬂuorescence microscopy).

C þ bm a Cbound

kon

koff

dCbound
¼ kon Cðbm  Cbound Þ  koff Cbound
dt

Table 1. Bandwidth, Peak Center Position, and Separation Resolution Maintained Throughout Lateral Transfer
analyte
TI

bandwidth (μm)
a

127 (before )

variation

peak center shiftc (μm)/% of separation axis

3%

14/1%

123 (afterb)
PG

171(before)
89 (before)

TI/PG

variation
18%

1.26 (before)
7%

29/2%

182 (after)
CRP

separation resolution ΔL/4σ

1.48 (after)
PG/CRP

14%

53/4%

101 (after)

6%

2.28 (before)
2.22 (after)

a

Imaged at 30 s. b Imaged at 250 s. c Peak center shift is deﬁned as the net displacement of the peak center along the separation axis following lateral
transport to the blotting region and is also represented in relative proportion to the length of the separation axis.
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Here, bm represents available binding sites on the immobilized
antibody population. Free analyte binding at a binding site is
governed by a forward association rate constant kon (1/(M s))
and a backward dissociation rate constant koff (1/s). For this
system, the nondimensional Damk€ohler number (Da) represents the ratio of reactive flux (determined by kon and availability
of binding sites) to the mass transport flux (electromigration).
Specifically, Da = Lkonbm/Uo where L is the width of the blotting
region and Uo represents the analyte electromigration speed
through the blotting region.48,49 Here, Uo = μoE, where E is the
applied lateral electric field strength and μo represents the
electrophoretic mobility of the analyte, such that: Da =
Lkonbm/μoE. Thus, Da describes the relationship between two
time scales: electromigration time (L/μoE) and binding reaction
time (1/konbm). To provide context, when the value of Da is high
(>10), the duration of protein target colocalization in the
blotting gel significantly exceeds the characteristic time scale
necessary for a binding reaction. Thus, the system is mass
transport limited. At low Da (<1), the target moves through
the blotting region too quickly for binding to occur and the
system is reaction limited. Operating in the mass transport
limited regime (Da > 10), while maintaining a reasonable total
assay time as defined by the application, is desired.
Both the depletion of target band (ΔCbound) and the spatial
distribution of bound target within the blotting gel (Cbound) were
modeled for a single target-band, single blotting-region system.
Here, x corresponds to the lateral (transfer) axis of the microchamber. The migrating protein band was modeled in one
dimension as a Gaussian distribution with width from 2σ
to þ2σ. The concentration distribution is divided into a series
of n diﬀerential elements of equal width ΔX. Each band element
is assigned an initial concentration value C(x, to). The blotting
region is similarly represented by p gel elements of equal width
ΔX, such that p = L/ΔX, where L represents the total length of
the blotting region (Supporting Information Figure S-3).
Electrophoretic migration speed determines a residence time
step (Δt) wherein each target band element is colocalized or
“incubated” with a matching blotting gel element. The average
peak migration speed through the blotting gel is assumed to be
constant and uniform over all blotting regions. For each time
step, the bound protein concentration is expressed by:
ΔCbound ¼ ðkon Cðbm  Cbound Þ  koff Cbound ÞΔt
After each time step, the calculated ΔCbound is adjusted to the
corresponding band and gel elements. Note that time scales for
koﬀ are typically 1071010 larger than that of kon.50 In the
simulation, the band is allowed to advance relative to the gel,
and the next set of band/gel incubation steps is computed.
Empirically determined electrophoretic mobility values and
known sample/antibody concentrations were used (Table 2).
Selection of an appropriate kon is critical in ﬁtting the model, as
kon is the only parameter which cannot be directly extracted from
empirical observation and system design. Values for kon can vary
by several orders of magnitude depending upon the antigen/
antibody pair and local microenvironment.51,52 While the present model does not capture the full convection-diﬀusion
behavior of the band, band migration through the blotting region
is relatively short when compared to the transfer and separation
period, thus substantiating neglect of diﬀusive eﬀects in the
blotting gel during binding interactions. Figure 3 compares
results obtained from simulation to experimental results in which
an 800 nM PG sample was transferred to an R-PG blotting gel at
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Table 2. Simulation Parameters, Both Empirical and a priori
Determined
variable [units]
49

experimental
*

simulation

bm [μΜ]

022

1.6

1.6

E [V/cm]
L [μm]

10 150
20500

30110
100300

14140
100200

kon [1/(M s)]50,51

104108
1

10 10

51,52

koﬀ [1/s]

μo [cm /(V s)]

5.75  105
5
5

1  103
5

6.6  105

17  10

6.6  10

σ [μm]

10100

80

80

C [nM]54,55

1500

81250

800

2

*

relevant parameter range

53

Assuming full binding site availability.

Figure 3. Modeling of binding in blotting regions informs selection of
electrotransfer conditions to maximize binding eﬃciency. (a) Band
distribution as a function of lateral ﬁeld strength, experimental results
vs simulation. (b) For a given chip geometry (blotting region width and
binding site density), target capture eﬃciency varies as a function of Da.

speciﬁed lateral ﬁeld strengths. Here, the length of the immobilized band is deﬁned as the distance from the separation/blotting
gel interface that contains 90% of the total area-under-curve
when bound antigen concentration is plotted as a function of
space. In simulation and in experimental work, the length of the
blotting region required for full antigen capture increases linearly
as a function of applied ﬁeld strength. A 500 μm lateral distance is
suﬃcient for total capture of this antigen—even for a high
concentration target in lateral ﬁelds of greater than 100 V/cm
(Figure 3a).
Figure 3b illustrates how variations in binding eﬃciency are
inﬂuenced by parameters such as ﬁeld strength and sample
properties. Assuming a blotting region width of 100 μm and a
binding site density of 1.6 μM, the values for E are varied from
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14 to 140 V/cm, μo is varied from 2  105 to 40  105 cm2/
(V s), and kon is varied from 0.5  105 to 20  105 1/(M s).
Binding eﬃciency is used as a metric of target capture. If the
width of the blotting region is less than the requisite dimensions
of the full immobilized band, the eﬃciency of protein capture will
be suboptimal. Alternatively, if the width of the blotting region
is substantially more than needed, the multiplexed capability of
this reblotting assay would be unnecessarily reduced.
The model detailed here is useful for optimizing performance
and informing device design. Knowledge of the minimum
blotting gel width for a speciﬁc set of operating (i.e., E, L) and
analyte characteristics (i.e., antigen/antibody binding aﬃnities,
analyte mobility) is especially helpful in maximizing the capacity
of a multianalyte blotting assay. Upon the basis of the requisite
lengths of the lateral transfer regions under current conditions, it
is estimated that blotting against 810 antibodies is feasible with
further expansion of the central chamber. Speciﬁcally, the model
aids in device design for biological applications where the
electrophoretic mobility and binding aﬃnity constants may
range widely for species in one multianalyte sample. When
experimental results are compared against simulations, the spatial
distribution of an immobilized band can also serve as a basis for
estimating previously unknown binding aﬃnities.56
In many cases it may be advantageous to lower the strength of
the lateral electric ﬁeld, thus prolonging the time in which the
antigen target is colocalized to the capture antibody during
sample transfer. This increased “incubation time” results in a
higher capture eﬃciency and enhances the localized blotting
signal which determines the limit of detection.57 However, a
slower transfer speed could also result in greater diﬀusive band
dispersion. Alternatively, one could increase the local capture
antibody concentration to minimize the requisite lateral trapping
length and increase measurement sensitivity. On-chip arrangement of various antibody functionalized regions can be customized depending upon the transfer behavior of the analytes. For
example, cross reactivity between antibodies for multiple species
within a single sample can often present an obstacle to all forms
of immunoassay. In cases where known cross reactivity exists
between binding antigen/antibody pairs, the sequence of antibody
functionalized blotting regions within a 2D chip can be speciﬁed to
minimize ambiguous or spurious measurements. Note that blotting
region widths need not be identical for all target species.
Blotting of Comigrating Species As Relevant to Analysis
of Protein Isoforms. In conventional blotting assays, stripping
and reblotting of the blotting membranes (i.e., PVDF or nitrocellulose sheet) may be the only option when two antigens
exhibit closely matched electrophoretic velocities. This is especially true in studies of isoforms or post-translational modifications of a protein which result in relatively small differences in
molecular weight. On-chip blotting was assessed as a means to
selectively blot and identify one of two comigrating species from
native PAGE. Two-color imaging data presented in Figure 4
shows native PAGE analysis of a sample comprised of fluorescently labeled PG target (red fluorescent label) and a sample
ladder composed of BSA and TI (green fluorescent label). The PG
band displayed an electrophoretic velocity which differs by 10%
from BSA, thus species comigrate early in the native PAGE assay.
At an elapsed PAGE separation time of t = 27 s, the electric ﬁeld
was switched to the lateral direction and all species migrated to the
blotting region located at chamber right. Transfer at 50 V/cm
required 38 s. Upon blotting against an R-PG antibody immobilized in the blotting region, the red-labeled PG was speciﬁcally
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Figure 4. Protein immunoblotting enables selective protein blotting for
comigrating species. Two color image composite shows native PAGE
(27 s) with two comigrating species, here red labeled protein G and
green labeled BSA. Green labeled TI acts as a fast moving negative
control. The fastest red peak is free dye. Lateral transfer moves all species
to the single blotting region (34 and 43 s), housing immobilized
antibodies against protein G. Red labeled protein G is selectively bound
while both BSA and TI migrate out of the chamber (67 s).

Figure 5. Sandwich assay allows for detection of an unlabeled sample
(SNR ∼38). (a) Illustration of on-chip technique for resolution and
detection of an unlabeled sample. (b and c) The AF488 (green) labeled
immobilized protein target is visible under green ﬂuorescence excitation;
it is initially invisible at the red wavelength until it is incubated with
Texas Red labeled primary antibody.

retained in the R-PG blotting region. Binding eﬃciency, deﬁned
as # molecules bound/total # molecules (based upon ﬂuorescence
intensity measurement), is estimated at 95% for PG. All nontarget
bands migrated through the blotting region (t = 3065 s) with no
detectable ﬂuorescent signal, leaving behind the captured antigen of
interest. The immunoblot was completed 65 s after sample
injection.
Label Free Detection on the Blotting Regions. To yield
label free on-chip native Western blotting, all assay steps
proceeded as described earlier in this study with exceptions
being (1) the protein sample was no longer fluorescently labeled
prior to PAGE and (2) a fluorescently labeled detection antibody
was introduced after analyte capture on the blotting region. Here,
the assay was demonstrated for PG at 500 nM. To more clearly
illustrate the assay concept, PG was labeled with a green
fluorophore (detection antibody is labeled with red). In practice,
the sample proteins would not be labeled but a dye-labeled
protein ladder could be included with the sample as a relative
mobility reference. After sample capture, fluorescently labeled
detection antibody (6 μM) matched to the blotted target was
introduced to the blotting region from the control channel array
at device right (E = 150 V/cm). The detection antibody was
then electrophoretically flushed out of the blotting/separation
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chamber after a 20 min incubation period. (Optimization of incubation time is currently underway and dependent on the analyte
and detection antibody.) As observed in Figure 5, the detection
antibody reported a fluorescence signal (red, SNR ∼ 39) at
the position of the immobilized target protein band on the
blotting region (as illustrated in green). The approach is also
compatible with enzyme-linked amplification to further enhance
the detection signal upon the blotting region.58,59

’ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced, fabricated, and characterized an integrated
assay that reports (1) analyte electrophoretic mobility obtained via
native PAGE with (2) subsequent antibody-based blotting of
multiple species. We detail contributions that include a microﬂuidic
framework for automated operation of reblotting assays suitable for
analyte quantitation. The microﬂuidic format surmounts notable
challenges which limit the use of reblotting in slab gels. Further, we
develop an analytical model that captures the competition between
analyte electromigration and aﬃnity based analyte capture in a gel
blotting region. The model was used to inform device design (e.g.,
lateral dimension of blotting regions and the maximum number of
feasible blotting regions for the geometry described here) and
selection of assay operating conditions (e.g., electrotransfer ﬁeld
strength) for optimum protein binding eﬃciency. Lastly, we detail a
multistage sample and reagent delivery functionality which underpins a label free assay strategy that uses a sandwich antibody
detection approach. Multispectral detection and enzyme ampliﬁcation can be employed to expand the analytical capacity of the assay
in terms of multiplexing and analytical sensitivity, respectively. Both
added functionalities are currently under development. The multiplexed immunoblotting technology developed here for native
protein analysis was demonstrated for both well resolved and
unresolved proteins (from PAGE) and yielded total automated
assay completion on the order of minutes (a time savings of several
orders of magnitude). Given the appreciable throughput (assay
speed, multiplexing capability) and the detection functionalities
demonstrated, this assay may comprise part of a tool set necessary
to advance toward high throughput proteomics and enhance
systems biology based inquiry.
’ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Supporting Information. Figures illustrating multistep
photolithography process, comparison of blotting results from
positive and negative control experiments as well as details
regarding custom voltage control hardware, and sample voltage
program. This material is available free of charge via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org
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